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 Underwater-wireless sensor network (WSN) are prone to the jamming attacks; 

mainly in case of reactive jamming. Reactive jamming has emerged as one of 

the critical security threat for underwater-WSN; this occurs due to the reactive 

jammer capabilities of controlling and regulating jamming duration. Further 

reactive jammer possesses low detection probability and high vulnerability; 

moreover the existing model has been designed in consideration with 

terrestrial-WSN. Hence these models possesses limited capabilities of 

detecting the jamming and distinguish among uncorrupted and corrupted 

packets; also it fails to adapt with the dynamic environment. Furthermore co-

operative mechanism of jamming model is presented for utilizing the 

resources in efficient way; however only few existing work has been carried 

out through the co-operative jamming detection; especially under presence of 

multiple jammer nodes. For overcoming research issues this paper presents 

distributed resource allocation (DRA) model adopting cross layer architecture 

under presence of multiple jammer. DRA algorithm is designed for allocating 

resource to jammer user in optimal manner. Experiment outcome shows the 

proposed DRA model achieves much better detection rate considering multi-

jammer environment. Thus aid in achieving much better detection accuracy, 

packet drop, packet transmission and resource utilization performance.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Underwater-wireless sensor network (WSN) plays vital role for many applications that offers ubiquitous 

computing namely environment monitoring, weather forecasting; in here sensor devices gets placed throughout 

the environment which offers continuous services and connectivity. This further leads to improvisation in human 

life; however traditional WSN gets easily compromised through the jamming technology since wireless link are 

exposed in nature. Moreover jamming induces several attacks such as sybil attack, denial-of-service attack which 

directly affect the performance of underwater-WSN [1], [2]. Jamming is firmly defined as the specific interference 

induced in wireless network through the malicious nodes by reducing the signal-to-noise ratio of receiver side 

through transmission of interfering wireless signals; further it is observed that jamming is different from the 

interference or regular noise since it causes the degrade in network performance. Further interference is defined 

as the unintentional noise form which disrupt the network performance. Moreover unintentional interference 

occurs mainly due to the communication of other device namely microwave and controller or communication 

among the same network. Similarly intentional interference occurs through the malicious device that are intended 

to affect the underwater-WSN. Jamming are induced at various level i.e. from hampering communication to alter 

information in given legitimate communication. Furthermore to understand the attack on underwater-WSN or to 
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avoid the jamming for efficient communication. There are different types of jammer such as reactive jammer, 

proactive jammer, hybrid smart jammer and function specific jammer; further it is very important to know the 

jammer types to attain the optimal placement of jammer. Hence many existing methodologies have been considered 

through the various researcher and various strategy has been designed to address the issue of jamming [3]. Moreover 

reactive jammer are the type of jamming where jammer remains silent until authentic initialization of the sensor 

device takes place over the given channel; this is one of the general jamming and used widely; it requires absolute 

strong mechanism and efficient mechanism [4] to protect and detect respectively. In addition reactive jammer 

possesses high vulnerabilities along with low detection probability; moreover apart from the novel characteristic 

underwater-WSN has limited resource and this further causes the huge challenge in designing the detection model. 

Generally there are two distinctive mechanism to address jamming namely jamming mitigation and jamming 

detection [5]; however recent existing jamming mitigation method such as direct-sequence spread spectrum (SSS) 

aka DSSS or frequency-hoping spread spectrum (HSS) does not have the capabilities for sensor devices and 

detection model for underwater-WSN and hence it fails to secure the message forwarding. 

In recent, several mechanism was developed to detect and mitigate the jamming attack for terrestrial-

WSN which is also popularly known as TWSN [6]; in [7] author explored different issue to detect the jamming 

attacks; here detection methods were developed which uses the various metrics such as packet delivery ratio 

(PDR), received signal strength (RSS), bit error rate (BER). However these mechanism are only designed for 

general jamming attacks but fails to detect reactive jamming; further [5], [8] developed a model for detecting the 

model for terrestrial-WSN; further [7] and [9] presented for underwater-WSN. Moreover several network varieties 

have been developed that offers mitigation solution; similarly [3], [10] used MAC and multiple frequency bands 

were used for spreading spectrum [11]. Moreover several pre-selected routing paths were proposed in [12]; 

however capabilities of jammers are restricted in this approach and further it is powerless to detect the authentic 

traffic due to the camouflage diversities; however they have an added advantage of destructing the mitigation 

method. Furthermore several mechanism were developed in last decade which utilizes the spectrum in efficient 

way and also they addressed the spectrum requirements to be utilized for future applications [13]. These model 

tends to achieve the optimal spectrum utilization, hence these are referred as optimal-resource allocation scheme 

(RAS) [13], [14]; in here instead of avoiding the jammer it uses different spectrum instances; it depends on the 

existing spectrum in efficient way for successful mitigation of jamming. Diamant et al. [14] developed a particular 

co-operative authentication communication for achieving optimal resource allocation; in [15] co-operative 

communication were developed to select the relay aka hop and in [16] cross layer designed were adopted to select 

the relay node. The main drawback of these models were that they failed to achieve the efficient resource 

utilization since they avoided the spatial re-use. Diamant et al. [17] developed a spatial reuse mechanism 

considering mitigating near far node effects [18], [19], but ignored proper scheduling as well as delay in 

transmission, hence there is a huge chance of packet collision. Further, these model are designed considering 

presence of single jammer scenarios. Thus, this paper present distributed resource allocation model considering 

presence of multi-jammer environment adopting cross layer architecture. The distributed resource allocation 

(DRA) model can detect jammer node and allocate resource to jammed user in optimal manner. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the paper presents distributed resource 

allocation model for multi-jammer underwater wireless senor network environment. The section 3 discusses 

about the outcome achieved by DRA over existing jammer detection and resource allocation algorithm. The 

conclusion of the work is presented in last section 4 with future direction of distributed resource allocation model.  

 

 

2. DISTRIBUTED RSOURCE ALLOCATION FOR UNDERWATER WIRELESS SENSOR 

NETWORK 

This work present DRA model for UWSN with the presence of multiple jammer. First present the 

system and reactive jamming model considering presence of multiple jammer. Second present cross layer 

design between physical (i.e. radio) and data link (i.e., MAC) layer. Lastly presented a distributed strategy for 

detecting jammer nodes and allocate optimal resource to device that is affected by jamming nodes.  

 

2.1.  System and reactive jamming model 

Let’s consider an underwater wireless sensor network that is composed of set of 𝑂 authentic sensor 

device. Further, each sensor device is composed of source-destination pair of devices. Considering this 

scenario, the underwater wireless sensor network can be seen as a set of concurrent device-to-device 

communications similar to [20], [21]. This work assumes that the communicating sensor device queues are 

always flooded/backlogged, then we can describe each transceiver pairs as a session. We describe the 

transmitting and receiving devices of each session 𝑜 ∈ 𝑂 as 𝑡(𝑜) and 𝑒(𝑜), respectively. Further, for 

performing transmission by authentic sensor device there are set of 𝐺 orthogonal frequency channels. Then, 

let’s consider that there is multiple jammer device 𝑘 which has limited power constraint and tries to degrade 
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the throughput performance of authentic sensor device by generating interference on the accessible channel. 

Further, this work considers that the jammer can emit wideband interference simultaneously across all the 

accessible channel. The jammer power allocation strategy is denoted as follows (1) and (2): 

 

𝑞𝑘 = (𝑞𝑘
𝑔

)
𝑔∈𝐺

, (1) 

 

where 𝑞𝑘
𝑔

 is the power given on channel 𝑔, thus we obtain, 

 

𝑋𝑈𝑞𝑘 ≤ 𝑞𝑘
↑ , (2) 

 

where 𝑋 depicts an 𝑋 ∗ |𝑂| vector of ‘𝑋’, and 𝑞𝑘
↑  is the maximum power of the jammers. Due to the diversity 

of frequency channels, the jammer must assign its power constraint in a way that aid in attaining good jamming 

effect. The jammer has capability to measure the noise level and along with can measure interference induced 

on each channel with respect to its respective location. Without requiring any added knowledge, every jamming 

nodes can utilize this as a rough measurement for establishing traffic on each channel in UWSNs. Under such 

assumption, good jamming effect can be modelled by allocating the power cost on the channel is directly 

proportional with respect to the anticipated traffic on different channel. Let 𝐸𝑘
𝑔

 depicts the sensed noise and 

interference level 𝑘 on channel 𝑔. Therefore, the reactive jamming strategy can be described using as (3). 

 

𝑞𝑘
𝑔

=
𝐸𝑘

𝑔

∑ 𝐸𝑘
𝑔

𝑔∈𝐺
∗ 𝑞𝑘

↑ , ∀𝑔 ∈ 𝐺. (3) 

 

2.2.  Cross layer design among physical and data link layer model 

This work consider a multihop based UWSN communication where sensor device cooperatively 

transmit there packet to the destination through intermediate nodes with its communication range. Physical 

layer information is received through hopping. Rather than transmitting its own traffic, a sensor device can 

behave as a hop device and cooperatively communicate a packet on behalf of another sensor device. 

Cooperative communication is attained by dividing or distributing the accessible communication time into two 

stage. Firstly, the source (sender) broadcast the packet (information) to both the hop device and the receiver 

(destination). Secondly, the hop device forward the obtained packet to the receiver, which then cumulate these 

packets and perform decoding. In this work, we consider decode-and-forward based cooperative transmission, 

under which the hop device forward the message only when the packet collected from the source devices can 

be decoded successfully. To handle with such dynamic behavior of the jammer, we consider a dynamic hop 

device selection method policy to allow the sensor device form virtual MISO links. At each time slots, a sensor 

device that decide not to perform sensing any frequency channel will behave as a hop device for other sensor 

device if there is an optimistic cooperative gain. 

The node optimistically access spectrum by maximizing the channel access probability of jammed 

node and transmit packet. For enabling such modification opportunistic spectrum access with modifiable 

spectrum access probability parameter is needed at data link layer. Thus, this work employed slotted 

multichannel carrier-sense multiple access (CSMA) where node chooses one channel at each instance for 

carrying out transmission operation. In this work considering certain probability the channel are randomly 

chosen. Further, there will be case where multiple node will chose same channel in that case a random back-

off time counter is initialized. In this case the node that first reaches a counter value zero will get contention 

for transmitting packet. For keeping collision probability less, in this work the contention window (CW) is kept 

sufficiently large. Let consider 𝑟𝑜
𝑔

, 𝑔 ∈ 𝐺 describing the channel sensing probabilities of node 𝑜 on channel 𝑔 

and then the node might incur certain delay for carrying out communication for being as an intermediate node 

for neighboring node due to nonzero probability of node 𝑜. Thus we have (4). 

 

∑ 𝑟𝑜
𝑔

≤ 1𝑔∈𝐺 . (4) 

 

2.3.  Channel access probability estimation of legitimate node under presence of multiple jammer nodes 

The behavior of authentic sensor device is obtained as follows. When a sensor device is flooded, it 

choses its channel sensing probability for each channel. The sensor device will serve as a potential hop or 

cooperator for other authenticated sensor devices if it decide not to sense any channel. This work utilizes 

channel accessible probability as the policy space of an authenticated sensor device and can be represented as 

follows (5) and (6): 
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𝑟𝑜 = (𝑟𝑜
𝑔

)
𝑔∈�̃�

 (5) 

 

with, 

 

�̃� = 𝐺 ∪ {0}, (6) 

 

where 𝑟𝑜
𝑔

 depicts the sensing probability of channel 𝑔, and 𝑟𝑜
0 depicts the probability that 𝑜 doesn’t sense any 

of the channel. Then, it must satisfy following (7)-(9). 

 

𝑟𝑜
𝑔

> 0, ∀𝑜 ∈ 𝑂, ∀𝑔 ∈ �̃� (7) 

 

𝑟𝑜
𝑔

≤ 1, ∀𝑜 ∈ 𝑂, ∀𝑔 ∈ �̃� (8) 

 

𝑋𝑈𝑟𝑜 = 1, ∀𝑜 ∈ 𝑂. (9) 

 

Further, the sensing probability strategy of all sensor device in 𝑂 is expressed as (10): 

 

𝑟 = (𝑟𝑜)𝑜∈𝑂 , (10) 

 

and similarly, the sensing probability strategy of all user except for 𝑜 can be obtained as (11). 

 

𝑟−𝑜 = (𝑟𝑛)𝑛∈𝑂 𝑜⁄ . (11) 

 

Let us assume that, the estimated size of a authenticated sensor device 𝑜 ∈ 𝑂, is expressed as (12): 

 

𝐷𝑜(𝑟, 𝑞𝑘) = ∑ 𝑟𝑜
𝑔

𝛽𝑜
𝑔(𝑟, 𝑞𝑘)𝐷𝑜

𝑔(𝑟, 𝑞𝑘),𝑔∈𝐺  (12) 

 

where 𝛽𝑜
𝑔(𝑟, 𝑞𝑘)𝐷𝑜

𝑔
 is the probability that sensor device 𝑜 is able to resourcefully access the channel, 𝑟𝑜

𝑔
 is the 

probability that sensor device 𝑜 senses frequency channel, and 𝐷𝑜
𝑔(𝑟, 𝑞𝑘) is the attainable size on that channel 

(through either using a cooperative hop device or by using direct transmission), for a given jamming power 

strategy 𝑞𝑘 and sensing probability strategy 𝑟. 

Let us assume that 𝑜 ∈ 𝑂 sensor device won the channel access game to perform transmission on 

channel 𝑔. Now we express the expected channel load capacity attainable using direct communication i.e., 

𝐷𝑜
𝑔

(𝑞, 𝑞𝑘 in (12) is computed as (13): 

 

𝐷𝑜,𝑔
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑞𝑘) = 𝐶 log (1 + 𝜇𝑜,𝑔

𝑡2𝑒(𝑞𝑘)), (13) 

 

where 𝐶 is the data rate of each channel, and 𝜇𝑜,𝑔
𝑡2𝑒(𝑞𝑘) is computed as (14): 

 

𝜇𝑜,𝑔
𝑡2𝑒(𝑞𝑘) =

𝑞𝑜𝐼𝑜.(ℎ𝑜
𝑔

)
2

(𝜑
𝑒(𝑜)
𝑔

)
2

+𝑞𝑘𝐼𝑘𝑒(𝑜).(𝑖𝑘𝑒(𝑜))
2
 (14) 

 

where 𝑞𝑜 is the transmission power of senor device 𝑜, 𝐼𝑜
𝑔

 and 𝐼𝑜 are the fading and path loss, respectively, 

(𝜑𝑒(𝑜)
𝑔

)
2
is the power of noise at the receiver side of sensor device 𝑜 depicted as 𝑒(𝑜) on channel 𝑔. The 

estimated channel load capacity attainable using direct link can be calculated by meaning all the conceivable 

channel fading component of all the links among 𝑡(𝑜) and 𝑒(𝑜), and the jammer device and 𝑒(𝑜). Similarly, 

the cooperative hop transmission, i.e., 𝐷𝑜
𝑔

 in (12) can be computed. Let us assume that each source device 𝑛 ∈
𝑂 𝑜⁄  functions as a possible hop device with probability 𝑟𝑛

0. Thus, with respect to certain probability, sensor 

device 𝑜 will obtain cooperative gain by one of the potential cooperative sensor devices. In such case, a sensor 

device 𝑜 selects 𝑡(𝑛) as the hop device, then, the resultant cooperative capacity can be expressed as (15); 

 

𝐷𝑜,𝑔
𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑞𝑘) =

𝐶

2
𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 + min(𝜇𝑜𝑛,𝑔

𝑡2𝑠 , 𝜇𝑜,𝑔
𝑡2𝑒 + 𝜇𝑛𝑜,𝑔

𝑠2𝑒 )) (15) 

 

where 𝜇𝑜𝑛,𝑔
𝑡2𝑠 = 𝜇𝑜𝑛,𝑔

𝑡2𝑠 (𝑞𝑘) and 𝜇𝑛𝑜,𝑔
𝑠2𝑒 = 𝜇𝑛𝑜,𝑔

𝑠2𝑒 (𝑞𝑘) depicts the signal to noise ratio of the link among transmitter 

to hop device and hop device to receiver, respectively. An important thing to be noted here is, from (14) and 

(15) the cooperative capacity can be lower or higher than the direct capacity. This is due to ½ coefficient 
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consideration in (15). Thus, the overall estimated capacity attainable by sensor device 𝑜 over channel 𝑔 can be 

computed as (16). 

 

𝐷𝑜
𝑔(𝑟, 𝑞𝑘) = (∑ 𝐷𝑜,𝑔

𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑞𝑘)𝑛∈𝑂 𝑜⁄ + ∑ 𝐷𝑜,𝑔
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑞𝑘)𝑛∈𝑂 𝑜⁄ ) (16) 

 

From (16) it can be seen, the above equation can be satisfied only when the probability that more than 

one cooperative sensor device joins in cooperative transmission is very low. Otherwise, the capacity function 

will be computed as a summation of the estimated cooperative capacities offered by different cooperative hop 

device. Further, this work aims to utilize resource efficiently without affecting other contending sensor device. 

Thus, the objective (i.e., utility) parameter of each sensor device can be expressed as (17), 

 

𝑉𝑜(𝑟, 𝑞𝑘) = log(𝐷𝑜(𝑟, 𝑞𝑘)), (17) 

 

and the proposed objective parameter to maximize the resource utilization of sensor device without affecting 

other legitimate sensor device can be expressed as (18). 

 

𝐺𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛:  𝑞𝑘 

Maximize
𝑟∈(0,1)|𝑂|

𝑉𝑜(𝑟, 𝑞𝑘) = ∑ 𝑉𝑜(𝑟, 𝑞𝑘)𝑜∈𝑂  (18) 

𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜: (7), (8), (9) 

 

This work present a distributed strategy to meet proposed resource utilization objectives of (18). This work 

adopt an iterative fine-grained (best response) model using cost parameter. At every iteration, each session 𝑜 

tries to maximize its objective parameter minus a cost factor that acts as a penalty incurred/levied to each 

contending session for being too selfish in selecting its own policies and thus affecting other contending 

sessions. Since this work assumes that for each authenticated sensor device for which the policy of the jammer, 

that is, 𝑞𝑘 is a given parameter, for easiness, it is not considered in from the objective strategy. Let 𝑟𝑤 depicts 

the sensing probability at certain iteration 𝑤. The ideal strategy for certain instance 𝑜 ∈ 𝑂 is depicted as 

𝛾𝑜(𝑟𝑜 , 𝑟−𝑜
𝑤 ) can be obtained using (19) and (20): 

 

𝛾𝑜(𝑟𝑜 , 𝑟−𝑜
𝑤 ) = (𝑟𝑜)𝑈 (𝛾𝑜

𝑔
(𝑟𝑜

𝑔
, 𝑟−𝑜

𝑤 ))
𝑔∈�̃�

−
𝜔𝑜

2
‖𝑟𝑜 − 𝑟𝑜

𝑤‖2, (19) 

 

where, 

 

𝛾𝑜
𝑔

(𝑟𝑜
𝑔

, 𝑟−𝑜
𝑤 ) = ∑

𝛿𝑉𝑛(𝑟𝑤)

𝛿𝑟𝑜
𝑔𝑛∈𝑂/𝑜  (20) 

 

depicts the negligible reduction of cumulated objective parameter of other time instance because of differences 

of time instance 𝑜’s sensing probability with respect to channel 𝑔. In this work, the −
𝜔𝑜

2
‖𝑟𝑜 − 𝑟𝑜

𝑤‖2 is a system 

controlling parameter with the constant 𝜔𝑜. The value of which must be carefully selected for assuring to 

prevent each time instance 𝑜 from being too conservative in optimizing respective sensing probabilities logs 

[22] and also at same time assuring good concavity of the respective penalized objective parameter function. 

Then, for respective sensing probabilities logs of all other nodes 𝑟−𝑜 and 𝐷𝑜(𝑟) is linear function of 𝑟𝑜 

considering when 𝑟−𝑜 and 𝐷𝑜(𝑟) > 𝑉𝑜(𝑟𝑜 , 𝑟−𝑜) in (17) is concave with respect to 𝑟𝑜. As a result, only the second 

derivative ∇𝑟𝑜
2 𝑉𝑜(𝑟𝑜 , 𝑟−𝑜) must be proved to be bounded for ∀𝑟−𝑜 ∈ 𝜏−𝑜 = (𝜏𝑛)𝑛∈𝑂/𝑜 with (21). 

 

𝜏𝑛 = {𝑟𝑛|𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑: (5), (6), (7)}. (21) 

 

The second derivative of 𝑉𝑜(𝑟𝑜, 𝑟−𝑜) for respective 𝑟𝑜can be mathematically stated as (22): 

 

∇𝑟𝑜
2 𝑉𝑜(𝑟𝑜 , 𝑟−𝑜) =

1

𝐷𝑜(𝑟𝑜,𝑟−𝑜)
∇𝑟𝑜

2 𝐷𝑜(𝑟𝑜 , 𝑟−𝑜) −
1

𝐷𝑜
2(𝑟𝑜,𝑟−𝑜)

∇𝑟𝑜
𝐷𝑜(𝑟𝑜 , 𝑟−𝑜). (22) 

 

As this work consider the 𝑟𝑜
𝑔

> 0 for ∀𝑜 ∈ 𝑂, 𝑔 ∈ 𝐺, 
1

𝐷𝑜(𝑟𝑜,𝑟−𝑜)
, and 

1

𝐷𝑜
2(𝑟𝑜,𝑟−𝑜)

  to be bounded thus both 

∇𝑟𝑜
𝐷𝑜(𝑟𝑜 , 𝑟−𝑜) and ∇𝑟𝑜

2 𝑉𝑜(𝑟𝑜 , 𝑟−𝑜) are bounded for closed 𝜏𝑛. The (21) and (22) assures good concavity. Thus, 

here we set 𝜔𝑜 = 0. In our work the penalized objective parameter function is defined using as (23): 
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�̃�𝑜(𝑟𝑜 , 𝑟−𝑜) = 𝑉𝑜(𝑟𝑜 , 𝑟−𝑜) + 𝛾𝑜(𝑟𝑜 , 𝑟−𝑜
𝑤 , 0), (23) 

 

with 𝛾𝑜(𝑟𝑜 , 𝑟−𝑜
𝑤 , 0) described in (20).  

Considering the problem in satisfying (18) the convergence can be satisfied using Algorithm 1 

assuming that {𝒬𝑤} is selected so that as (24). 

 

𝒬𝑤 ∈ [0,1], 𝒬𝑤 → 0, and ∑ 𝒬𝑤
𝑤 = +∞ (24) 

 

Then, every bounding point of {𝒬𝑤} is an optimal strategy of (18) or the Algorithm 1 will converge to a finite 

set of iteration to an optimal strategy of (18). Further, each strategy obtained using algorithm 1 can satisfy (24) 

as shown in (25): 

 

𝒬𝑤 =
𝒬𝑤−1+𝜎(𝑤)

1+𝜌(𝑤)
, 𝑤 = 1, …, (25) 

 

where 𝜎(𝑤) = 𝜎 and 𝜌(𝑤) = 𝑤𝜌 with 𝜎, 𝜌 ∈ (0,1) and 𝜎 ≤ 𝜌. The proposed distributed resource utilization 

model under presence of multiple jamming nodes attain superior performance than state-of-art model which is 

experimentally proved in next section. 

 

Algorithm 1. Optimal resource utilization algorithm 
Step 1. Start. 

Step 2. Input data {𝒬𝑤} > 0, set 𝑤 = 0. 

Step 3. If 𝑟𝑤guarantees an appropriate termination condition 

Step 4.    Stop. 

Step 5. ∀𝑜 ∈ 𝑂, evaluate  

Step 6.    �̂�𝑜(𝑟𝑤) = arg max
𝑟𝑜∈𝜏𝑜

�̃�𝑜(𝑟𝑜, 𝑟−𝑜) 

Step 7. Set 𝑟𝑜
𝑤+1 = 𝑟𝑜

𝑤 + 𝜌𝑤(�̂�𝑜(𝑟𝑤) − 𝑟𝑜
𝑤). 

Step 8. 𝑤 ← 𝑤 + 1 and go back to step 2. 
Step 9. Stop. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

This section discusses about the experimental setup and simulation parameter, performance metric 

used for analyzing outcome achieved by distributed resource allocation model over existing resource allocation 

model [18] under presence of multiple jamming sensor devices. MAcoSim simulator is used for carrying out 

performance evaluation [23]-[25]. MAcoSim is implemented in MATLAB on top of NS2 simulation platform 

and offers very good graphical user interface. The outcome is written on trace file similar to NAM trace file 

which are later used for graphically representing the outcome. The experiment is carried on similar terms and 

setup used in [17]. Experiment is conducted by varying sensor mote size of 50, 75, and 100. These motes are 

placed randomly across UWSN with size of 16m*16m. Further, the jammer mote size are varied from 4, 6, and 

8 and placed within 16m*16m area. Each jammer will transmit 8 bits of packet for a give slot and each motes 

will generate traffic in UWSN by transmitting 3 bits of packets. Total 100 iteration is considered for obtaining 

simulated outcomes and performance achieved is estimated using successful packet transmission, packet drop, 

packet error rate and detection rate metrics. 

Figure 1 show packet transmission performance achieved by proposed by proposed DRA model with 

presence of multiple jammer. Here jammer mote size is varied from 4, 6, and 8 keeping UWSN mote size to 

100 and experiment is conducted. From experiment is seen when jammer mote size is 4, 6, and 8 the number 

of sent packet is 153, 155, and 118, respectively. Then, when jammer mote size is 4, 6, and 8 the number of 

dropped packet is 78, 102, and 15, respectively. Then, when jammer mote size is 4, 6, and 8 the number of 

received packet is 119, 121, and 91, respectively. Similarly, when jammer mote size is 4, 6, and 8 the number 

of discarded packet is 108, 110, and 15, respectively. Further, the packet error rate (PER) is computed by 

varying jammer mote size. When jammer mote size is 4, 6, and 8 the PER achieved by DRA is 0.03252, 0.0163, 

and 0.0421, considering signal-to-noise-ratio of 4 dB, respectively. From result it can be seen as jammer mote 

size increases packet being dropped is increasing. However, when jammer mote size 8 very less number of 

packet is being transmitted; thus very less number of packet being dropped. Very limited work is carried out 

by existing methodologies for evaluating performance considering presence of multiple jammer. This, work is 

first of kind to evaluate such kind evaluation considering presence of multiple jammer in UWSN environment. 

Further, this work evaluate the resource utilization performance of DRA by varying jammer device size.  

Figure 2 show the resource utilization performance achieved by DRA considering varied jammer 

mote size. From result it can be seen when jammer mote size is 4, 6, and 8 the total clear to send (CTS) packet 

sent is 123, 123, and 95. Then when jammer mote size is 4, 6, and 8 the total request to send (RTS) packet sent 
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is 36, 36, and 27. Similarly when jammer mote size is 4, 6, and 8 the total packet received correctly is 27, 26, 

and 22. From result it can be seen on an average considering varied jammer mote size 33 RTS packet is sent 

in a UWSN network out of which 25 packets have been successfully received at the receiver side. From this 

we can interpretive that there is 24.245% duplicate packet generated by jammer is being circulated in UWSN 

environment by using UWSN resource (i.e., slots). Thus, this work further evaluate performance of DRA by 

varying slot size.  

Figure 3 shows the packet transmission performance achieved by proposed DRA by varying slots 

size. Here slots size is varied from 3𝜇𝑠, 5 𝜇𝑠, and 10 𝜇𝑠. When slots size is 3 𝜇𝑠, 5 𝜇𝑠, and 10 𝜇𝑠 the number 

of packet sent in UWSN is 146, 164, and 168, respectively. Similarly, when slot size 3 𝜇𝑠, 5 𝜇𝑠, and 10 𝜇𝑠 the 

number of packet is dropped in UWSN is 88, 94, and 90, respectively. Further, it is important to evaluate 

performance varying sensor mote size keeping jammer mote size constant with 8. Figure 4 shows packet 

transmission performance considering varied UWSN mote size. The number of packet transmitted is equal to 

160, 187, and 219 when mote size is 50, 75, and 100, respectively. Similarly, when mote size is 50, 75, and 

100 the number packet dropped is equal to 79, 97, and 119, respectively. From Figures 3 and 4 it can be seen 

as node size is increased high number of packet being circulated and at the same time packet drop in network 

also increases.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Packet transmission performance considering varied number of jammer device 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Resource utilization performance considering varied number of jammer device 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Packet transmission performance for 

varied slot size 

 
 

Figure 4. Packet transmission performance for varied 

uwsn devices 
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To show the DRA model achieves much superior outcome that existing methodologies [17]; a 

comparative analysis is shown in Table 1. Total five parameter such as packet drop rate, packet error rate, packet 

sending ratio, detection accuracy for detecting jamming effect of jammer node, and resource/slots utilization. 

Existing methodologies [17] have evaluated performance only for detection accuracy, resource utilization, and 

drop rate. The adoption of spatial spectrum utilization aided in utilizing resource more efficiently. However, drop 

rate is still extremely high and with presence of external jammer it is expected to even worse. This is because of 

poor scheduling strategy adopted by their methodology. On the other, the DRA employs distributed scheduling 

mechanism adopting cross layer design aiding in detecting jammer node efficiently and achieving higher resource 

utilization. The cross layer design aid in optimizing channel access probability and cooperative communication 

of non-jammer in distributed manner. The significant resource utilization performance is because of higher 

number of transmission and less number of packet being dropped. This is because channel load capacity of UWSN 

device are evaluated by maximizing resource allocation in distributed without causing much interference to 

neighbouring motes. Further, the jammer node are effectively identified with better detection accuracy aiding 

packet transmission and resource utilization performance with minimal packet error rate.  

 

 

Table 1. Performance comparison of DRA with respect to existing resource allocation model [17] under 

UWSN environment 
Parameter [17] Proposed DRA 

Drop rate 33.33%-57.15% 5.34% to 11.51%. 
Packet error rate - 0.0163 to 0.0421. 

Packet Sending ratio - 96.9703%. 

Detection accuracy - 85.153%. 
Resource utilization  90.0% 98.83%. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

This work presented distributed resource allocation model for jammed user under presence of multiple 

jammer sensor device. The DRA model can detect jammer node more efficiently and allocate resource to 

jammed node in more optimal fashion meeting resource maximizing constraint. The adoption of distributed 

strategy aid in detecting jammer more efficiently. Further, cooperative cross layer design aid in utilizing 

resource more efficiently. Then, keeping contention window larger aid in reducing packet drop in network. 

The DRA model can distinguish between the corrupted and uncorrupted parts of a packet. As a result, they are 

efficient in identifying jamming nodes. From result achieved it can be seen the DRA model achieves packet 

drop rate of 5.34%-11.51% where existing methodologies achieves a drop rate of 33.33%-57.15%. Further, 

existing methodologies achieves resource utilization 90% where the DRA achieves a resource utilization 

performance of 98.83%. Further, the proposed DRA achieves packet error rate, packet sending ratio, and 

detection accuracy of 0.0163 to 0.0421, 96.9703%, and 85.153%, respectively under multi jammer 

environment. From result achieved it can be sated the DRA is very efficient when adopted under highly dynamic 

jamming environment with presence of multiple jammer. Future work would consider improving DRA resource 

utilization performance and evaluate model energy efficiency under more complicated jamming effects.  
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